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Ceph and Cephfs data storage



“Ceph is an open-source, distributed storage system.” 
– https://ceph.com/en/

• Ceph provides object, block, and filesystem interfaces built on a robust and 
scalable storage system running on commodity hardware
– Robust meaning that – depending on settings – you can lose entire servers without losing 

access to any data
– Scalable because there are no single bottlenecks that all requests must pass through and 

so performance can be improved by adding more hardware*
*In theory, anyway; some limitations may apply

• We now have a test Ceph cluster set up

Ceph
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https://ceph.com/en/


• You’ll often hear the term “object store” in reference to Ceph. I’d like to reassure 
anyone with a long memory that this is entirely unrelated to Objectivity, object-
orientated databases, or anything like that

• In this context, Object Store means a key-value store where the values are 
arbitrary binary BLOBs.

• Ceph has a low-level object store (RADOS) that runs on top of hard drives and 
SSDs and is used as a building block for the high level data storage
– Users don’t interact with this directly

• It also has a high-level object store with an interface compatible with AWS S3

• Neither of these impose any structure on the things you store in them; that’s up to 
you

A sidebar on terminology
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• Probably of most immediate interest to this meeting, cephfs is a POSIX compatible 
shared file system
– They claim that it’s more POSIX compliant than NFS is.

• We are considering a few uses for this, but a replacement for the NAS (“BlueArc”), 
is a major one.
– dCache NFSv4 is not really a substitute for many use cases

• We would potentially mount this on interactive nodes (e.g. GPVMs)
– We do not anticipate mounting it on grid worker nodes

• We are considering providing an xrootd/webdav gateway for grid transfers

Cephfs
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• User/group identity
– Users are by uid/gid, just like NFSv3. Kerberos isn’t supported

• Quotas
– Quotas are supported, but are by directory tree, not by user

• Different storage classes
– Different directory subtrees can be placed on different classes of storage
– Allows using different cost/performance/redundancy tradeoffs for different purposes

Cephfs features
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• We are also interested in using Ceph as an object store with no filesystem
– Filesystems introduce some limitations – for example having to maintain a consistent 

directory tree – that are reduced when objects are only accessed by key
– Object stores are widely used in big data & computing industry due to their scalability

• CMS has an ongoing research project to investigate using this with their data

• It’s of potential interest to some IF experiments as well
– For example, DUNE might benefit from breaking up regions of the detectors into separate 

objects that can be accessed as needed rather than embedded in a more linear file
– Or HDF5 formatted data could be stored as objects instead of files

Object store
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• We’re after volunteers who would be willing to try out some of their use-cases on 
our test cluster

• This is on a “we might delete everything you put there” basis
– We’re still learning the admin processes and might accidentally delete it, or decide we’ve 

set it up wrongly and have to drop everything and start again.

• We’re particularly after potential file system users, but would be interested in 
hearing from anyone interested in the object store too

Call for volunteers
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